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Save footage while driving in case of a collision or accident

Item code  : VICAM-AMS-DASHCAM1 /  
VICAM-AMS-DASHCAM2
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The dashcam is an on-board camera that is installed on the windscreen, inside your vehicle. 
During your trip, the camera records videos stored in different folders : «DCIM» if no incident 
is detected, or «EVENT» if an impact has occurred. Thus, in the event of an accident / collision, 
these recorded videos allow you to prove that your responsibility is not engaged. 
Easy to use, this device is easily installed thanks to its 3M magnetic support and is configured 
via a dedicated mobile application.
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Camera operation :

When switched on, the camera records video sequences of 1, 3 or 5 minutes, depending on 
the parameters that you have predefined. These video files will then be stored in the “DCIM” 
directory. When the SD card storage limit is reached, the oldest files will be automatically 
deleted to make room for the new ones.

When a shock is detected, the video file is exported directly to the “Event” directory. This event 
directory is non-overwriteable, which means that all files will be preserved. When the storage 
limit of the SD card is reached, you will need to recover these images to save new ones.

Finally, the “JPEG” directory allows you to export images of your recording.
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Technical features
 Full HD 1080 P
 Viewing angle: 140°
 Continuous recording configurable in 1, 3 or 5 
minute sequences
 Automatic recording in case of shocks (G-sensor)
 WiFi connection with a mobile application 
(Android and IOS)
 Rotation of the camera lens through 360°
 Optimised night vision
 Mirror function
 Optional Micro SD Card (required for operation)
 Attachment by 3M magnetic mount
 French voice (English on request)
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